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What dog food do you recommend?
What dog food do you recommend? What’s the best dog food? What should I feed my dog? These are questions I get

asked a lot. To answer those questions I put together a spreadsheet with a list of the best dog food brands based on my own

research; quality selection criteria; and what I have fed my own dogs.

Click Here to Access the Spreadsheet

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E9CfDWpbp1s3bFrgZBT-hQ509IEiDFsWCk25uHAL714/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EQJtdeVzyWXZVzBDbh6hLqmkp_Zu1G21/view?usp=sharing
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If you don’t see your dogs’ current food on my list, it doesn’t necessarily mean it’s not good (although you should check). If

your favorite dog food meets my selection criteria, it’s likely as good as the one’s I’ve listed. But if your food doesn’t meet

my criteria, then it’s not on my list for a good reason. (My selection criteria is listed under the Notes on the second page of

the spreadsheet.)

Things change in the pet food industry. New brands and types of food come out every year. The number of brands of

pet food has increased by 71% since 2011 and as of 2021 totals over 630. Did you know there are 14 di�erent categories of

dog food now? I have spent many hours, over many weeks, working on this list of foods. But it will likely be outdated in a

year. So, if you are reading this article over a year after I’ve published it, it’s likely outdated.

Note: 

This list answers the questions “What dog food do you recommend?” and “What’s the best dog food?”. But the answer to

the question “What should I feed my dog?” is a question that only you can answer, because you are the only one who is in a

position to determine what your dog needs and gauge how he responds to what you feed him. How to select the best food

for your dog is the subject of another article.

I packed a lot of information into my favorite dog food list spreadsheet. Here’s a little explanation of what each column

means so you can use it to determine what’s best for you and your dog.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E9CfDWpbp1s3bFrgZBT-hQ509IEiDFsWCk25uHAL714/edit?usp=sharing
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This list will steer you away from low-quality foods all together and help you identify what’s important to you and your

dog.

How to read the list
– Products appear in alphabetical order by brand name or product name.

– This is not a list of only dry dog food. The way the food is processed has a big impact on quality, digestibility and

nutrients. This is explained further under the Process Type section.

– Most of the foods listed are dry food brands, because that is what the majority of people feed their dogs. If your dog food

brand is already listed, look at some of the other types of foods to see what new food you could give your dog to try.

– You don’t have to switch your dog’s food completely or be all or nothing. If your budget doesn’t allow for feeding the

quality of food you would like to feed everyday, then you can upgrade their diet by feeding the better food for a few meals

per week. Or mix it in as a booster.

 Every dog food formula has to be labeled according to what level of nutrient requirements are

being met to be called “Complete and Balanced” by AAFCO. This column indicates what life stage this brand of food is

formulated for. Your dogs’ age will determine what lifestage to pick.

Lifestage Formulations:

– Puppies between the age of 8 weeks and 6 months old should be on: “Growth” (also called “Puppy”)

– Puppies between the age of 6 months and 1 year should be on either: “Growth” or “All Life Stages”

– Large Breed Puppies are puppies who will grow into large dogs over 70lbs. They should be fed either: “All Life Stages” or

“Large Breed Puppy” until they are a year and half or two years old.

– Dogs older than 1 year should be fed either: “All Life Stages” or “Adult Maintenance”

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E9CfDWpbp1s3bFrgZBT-hQ509IEiDFsWCk25uHAL714/edit?usp=sharing
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– Large Breed Dogs that are older than 2 years should be fed either: “All Life Stages”, “Adult Maintenance” or “Large Breed

Adult”.

– Dogs older than 7 years old are considered “Seniors”. Although there are no speci�c requirements for senior dogs, many

pet food manufactures have formulated foods speci�cally for seniors and are labeled “Senior” or “Adult +7”. However, you

can also feed senior dogs either: “All Life Stages” or “Adult Maintenance”.

 this column refers to the type of meat/protein that is included in the food. Ingredients are

listed in order of weight of that ingredient in the formula. The foods listed at the top of the ingredient list represent what

food is present in the greatest amount.

Meat, Meal, Both, or Vegetarian:

– Fresh or frozen meat (listed as “Meat”) contains a lot of moisture, which makes the food heavy, but not as much protein

and nutrients. Fresh meat is also less adulterated so it’s easier to digest. If meat is listed as �rst on the list it is a diluted

source of protein. But after being cooked it will have more nutrients than meat meal. Fresh meat is much more expensive

than meat meals and thus the foods with fresh meat cost more. Fresh meat adds appealing �avors and aromas to the food.

They are added fresh or frozen and raw when cooked so there is less processing and more nutrients.

– Meat meals (listed as “Meal”) are made through a process called rendering, whereby much of the moisture and some fat is

removed from the meat. They are a highly concentrated source of protein. Rendered meat meals are a powder that has

already been processed once when it is added to the food to be cooked so it will be twice cooked in the �nal product.

Rendered meat meals are also considered to be the lowest quality source of meat protein. The high heat processing is used

to kill o� bacteria from the low quality (often from diseased and decayed carcass) that is not human grade meat. This makes

it less digestible and has fewer nutrients so it requires more synthetic ingredients to be added to make up for the loss from

the high heat process.

– “Both” indicates that the food has both fresh meat and meat meal. When a fresh meat is �rst on the ingredient list, there

is a named animal-protein meal immediately or closely following the meat. Since fresh or frozen meat contains a lot of

moisture, having a meat meal afterwards boosts the level of protein in the food without costing as much as all fresh meat.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E9CfDWpbp1s3bFrgZBT-hQ509IEiDFsWCk25uHAL714/edit?usp=sharing
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– This column is referring to animal proteins because some companies use fresh meats supported by plant proteins (like

soy, peas, chickpeas, lentils). In general, plant proteins are less complete for dogs than animal proteins. Plant protein can be

used to arti�cially boost the amount of protein in the food. But also requires more synthetic vitamins and supplements to

make up for what is missing in plant proteins.

– “Vegetarian” formulas do not have any animal protein in the food. They use plant proteins like soy, peas, chickpeas,

lentils. Since plant proteins are a less complete protein than animal proteins, they require more synthetic ingredients which

are not as easily absorbed. Vegetarian formulas are often used for dogs who have severe food allergies and sensitivities to all

forms of animal protein.

 this column indicates if the food’s protein level is composed of raw

animal meat.

Raw, Freeze Dried Raw, Raw Coated, Raw Boost:

– “Raw” indicates that there is a frozen raw food formula available by this brand/manufacturer.

– “FDR” indicates that there is a freeze dried raw food formula available by this brand/manufacturer.

– “Coated” indicates that there is a dry food formula that is coated in raw meat when cooked.

– “Boost” indicates that there are pieces of freeze dried raw meat mixed in with the dry food.

 this column indicates if this brand carries a Limited

Ingredient Diet (LID) formula or a single protein formula for dogs with food sensitivities. It also lists foods that speci�cally

do not have peas or legumes as these are found in most brands. If your dog needs food with restrictions, this column will

help narrow things down for you. A few brands are also free of synthetic ingredients and are great for dogs with allergies

and sensitivities.

Limited Ingredient, Single Protein, Peas or Legumes, Synthetic Free:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E9CfDWpbp1s3bFrgZBT-hQ509IEiDFsWCk25uHAL714/edit?usp=sharing
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– “LID” indicates that there is a formula with Limited Ingredients. LID’s usually have a single source of protein and a

single carbohydrate along with a few key ingredients. They also use a vitamin and supplement premix (synthetic

ingredients) to ful�ll all the nutrient requirements that cannot be �lled with other whole foods that have been eliminated.

– “Single” indicates that there is a formula with only one animal protein which is valuable when doing elimination diets.

– Raw foods are usually single source animal proteins and should be considered if your dog needs a limited ingredient diet.

– “No Peas” indicates that there is a formula that does NOT contain peas or pea protein. Most dog food formulas contain

peas in some form, so if your dog cannot have peas this is a useful indicator.

– “No Legumes” indicates that there is a formula that does NOT contain legumes. Many “Grain Free” diets use legumes

instead of grains and legumes were thought to be the cause of heart problems. This has not been de�nitively proven by

FDA, but manufacturers made formulas without legumes for the people that were concerned about this.

– Some LID formulas contain added taurine to o�set any de�ciencies that could be caused by legumes. Check the

ingredient list for added taurine.

– “Synthetic Free” indicates that this brand uses all whole food ingredients and no synthetic vitamins and minerals.

 this column indicates if this brand carries formulas that are made for speci�c health solutions like

problems with arthritis in hips and joints, sensitive skin, digestion, weight management.

Solution Based Food:

– “Hip” indicates that there is a formula for dogs prone to hip and joint problems. This type of food usually contains

glucosamine, chondroitin, extra vitamin supplements like Vitamin E, collagen, and omega 3 fatty acids. There is no

standard for this solution so check the list of ingredients to see what has been added.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E9CfDWpbp1s3bFrgZBT-hQ509IEiDFsWCk25uHAL714/edit?usp=sharing
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– Just because it is marketed as a formula for something like hips and joints, doesn’t mean it will necessarily be therapeutic.

Sometimes it’s just a marketing gimmick. I’ve seen foods list glucosamine and chondroitin on the ingredient list and

research showed that the amount listed in the guaranteed analysis was nowhere near a therapeutic dosage.

– “Skin” indicates that there is a formula for dogs with sensitive skin issues. This type of food usually contains more omega

3 fatty acids from �sh ingredients. This is not a guarantee that it will help your dog if they are scratching. There are many

causes for sensitive skin issues. I think they are mostly caused by low quality ingredients in lower quality food. And once

you switch to a formula with higher quality ingredients then the scratching goes away and the skin and coat looks great

again. It’s not necessarily the “Skin” formula that worked. It’s just better ingredients. You could switch to any food that’s

better than what you’re currently feeding and see results.

– I like LID diets better for skin issues. Compare the ingredients when doing your research.

– “Digestion” indicates that there is a formula for dogs with digestive issues. This type of food usually contains ingredients

that are good for digestion, like pumpkin, apples, ginger. This is a newer category of solution based food. I have doubts

about whether this will make a big di�erence for dogs with sensitive stomachs. Many dogs with sensitive stomachs or

digestive issues need food that is easier to digest. Switching from one dry food to another with a few di�erent ingredients

may not help for severe issues. I recommend switching to an easier to digest form of food like raw, cooked, dehydrated or

freeze dried raw.

– “Weight” indicates that there is a formula for dogs that need lower calories and higher �ber to lose weight or maintain

weight loss. This formula of food is not the only way for a dog to lose weight. But it is helpful if your dog is severely

overweight and obsessed with food and eating. This food usually has more �ber or �llers that have fewer calories and make

the dog feel full without having to eat less. The food sits in the digestive system longer because it is harder to digest and so

the dog doesn’t feel hungry even though they are eating fewer calories.

 this column indicates if there is a formula for a speci�c breed size.Breed Size:

– “All” indicates that the food is formulated for all breeds and all size dogs. Or no speci�c breed size. Most dog foods fall

into this category.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E9CfDWpbp1s3bFrgZBT-hQ509IEiDFsWCk25uHAL714/edit?usp=sharing
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– “S” indicates that there is a formula speci�c for Small Breeds. This usually means a smaller size kibble and higher calories.

Small dogs don’t eat as much as medium and large breed dogs, so having more calories means that they don’t have to eat as

much food.

– “L” indicates that there is a formula speci�c for Large Breeds. This usually means a more conservative calcium to

phosphorus ratio, along with added glucosamine and chondroitin to help prevent hip and joint problems. It is usually lower

in calories so that the large dog can eat more food without gaining weight. There is no standard requirement for large

breeds, so read the ingredients and compare it with food for all breed sizes. Dogs that weigh more than 70 pounds as adults

are considered large breeds. These are usually recommended for breeds like Great Danes, Masti�s and other very large dogs.

If your dog weighs more than 70 pounds because they are overweight, that does not mean they should be on a large breed

formula.

 this column indicates the lowest percentage level of carbohydrates in the brand. The reason I list carbs

instead of protein and fat is because The Forever Dog book made counting carbs one of the ways to evaluate dog food.

Carb Content:

Source: The Forever Dog

– The carb content is not usually listed on the label. There is no requirement for carbohydrates in a canine’s diet. To

compute this value, look at the guaranteed analysis and add the values for protein, fat, �ber, moisture and ash. Then

subtract that amount from 100 and you get the percentage of carbohydrates. If ash is not listed, use 6% as a general average

for dry food.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E9CfDWpbp1s3bFrgZBT-hQ509IEiDFsWCk25uHAL714/edit?usp=sharing
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– Since most brands have more than one formula, there will be some formulas that have greater or lesser percentages of

carbohydrates. I look at the highest level of protein formulas and list the carb content as “>” the amount of carbs in this

high protein formula. All other formulas will have carb content greater than this amount.

– A carb level that is “> 20%” indicates that the carb content of this brand is greater than 20%. The Forever Dog book

recommends feeding your dog a food that has LESS than 20% carbohydrates. “

”. Most dry foods have greater than 25% carbs.

Feeding a diet less than 20 percent starchy

carbs is the most nutritious, least metabolically stressful food

– When two numbers are listed (e.g. “5%, >20%”) this indicates that this brand has a raw formula or freeze dried raw

formula along with dry formulas. The �rst number is the percentage of carbohydrates in the raw or freeze dried raw formula

and the second number is the percentage for the dry formula. (e.g. 5% carbohydrates in the raw formula and dry formulas

that are greater than 20 percent carbohydrates).

– The dry foods that have raw coated and/or added freeze dried raw boost are the lowest in carbohydrates (e.g. >25%)

– e.g. “10%, >35%” indicates that this brand has a freeze dried raw formula that is 10% carbohydrates and dry formulas that

are greater than 35 percent carbohydrates.

– When two numbers are listed in a range (e.g. 20% - 35%) this indicates that this brand has a wide range of protein level

formulas. This is common when the formula has raw coated or raw boost formulas in addition to regular dry food. The �rst

number is usually the raw boost formula and the second number is the highest level of carb in the rest of the dry foods.

 this column indicates the brands that are certi�ed as Organic, Responsibly Sourced, Human Grade,

Humanely Raised and other related certi�cations.

Certi�cations:

– Some companies will use marketing words to give the impression that they are using the best ingredients available. The

brands with these certi�cations have credibility to back it up.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E9CfDWpbp1s3bFrgZBT-hQ509IEiDFsWCk25uHAL714/edit?usp=sharing
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– There is a huge di�erence between ingredients that are human grade and ingredients that are not. Ingredients that are not

human grade are called “feed grade”. Most dog food is feed grade. The pretty packages with pictures of whole meat and

veggies are just marketing. Most of the food that goes into dog food is unable to be sold for human consumption. I.e. it’s the

really bad nasty stu�. It’s cooked in very high temperatures to kill o� the bacteria so that it’s safe for dogs to eat. Those high

temperatures also deplete the nutrients.

– If you’re looking for a dog food with the highest quality ingredients, then look for human grade, organic. These will also

be the most expensive foods because they use the most expensive ingredients.

 this column has the average price per pound for a bag of dog food in this brand. This

is useful for price comparison and to help prepare you for sticker shock when you start looking at higher quality dog food.

Average Price/lb for Dry Food Only:

 this column indicates a brand that I have fed to my dogs over the last 10 years. Many of these brands are

newer and weren’t around for my �rst dog 30 years ago. If the cell is highlighted  then I am currently feeding it to my

dog Jackson. If you want to know what dog food brands I know the most about, then it’s the ones I have fed my own dogs. I

thoroughly research any brand of food before I feed it to my dog.

Fed by Cyndi:

“Yes”

 this column indicates if this brand is available for sale online either on Amazon, Chewy or the manufacturers

website. Just do a google search for the brand name to �nd where to buy it online.

Buy Online:

 this column indicates if this brand is available for sale at a local store (in San Antonio Texas). I like to

support local independent pet supply stores whenever possible. I also like to shop there to �nd out about new products.

Independent pet store owners and employees are usually very well educated on pet nutrition and dedicated to quality pet

food.

Buy at Local Stores:

(This is still a work in progress. I haven’t done the research on every brand to determine where you can buy it.)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E9CfDWpbp1s3bFrgZBT-hQ509IEiDFsWCk25uHAL714/edit?usp=sharing
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 this column indicates the type and level of intensity of processing the brand of food goes through. “

” The Forever

Dog

Process Type: The more

re�ned and altered the food becomes, the less nutrition and the more toxic processing by-products are present.

– Although the Process Type is the second column in the spreadsheet, I have described it last. Most people do not think

about the type of processing their dog's food goes through. Veterinarians recommend dry food, as Dr. Becker said “

” And although most dogs do �ne on dry food, if you want to provide the

very best, most natural diet possible for your dog, then you need to look to fresher, less processed food. Take a closer look at

the raw, freeze dried raw or cooked food brands.

My

professional peers are the only group of healthcare providers that say our patients should eat MORE processed food and

LESS fresh food. Fresh food could be dangerous.

– “Dry” indicates that this is a brand of dry dog food.

– Dry food is considered by The Forever Dog book to be “ultra-ultra processed food” because it contains ingredients not

found in home cooking; requires several processing steps, using multiple previously processed ingredients, with additives to

enhance taste, texture, color, and �avor, and are produced through baking, smoking, canning, or extrusion; and has multiple

heat adulterations.

“

” The Forever Dog

The average bag of dry dog food contains ingredients that have been high-heat processed at least four times; it is literally

dead food. On the opposite end of the spectrum, raw diets contain fresh ingredients that have never been heated, only

blended together to meet optimal nutritional parameters.
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– “Raw” indicates that this is a brand of frozen raw dog food.

– Frozen raw dog food contains raw ingredients that are blended together and frozen. Raw dog food is sterilized to remove

bacteria with cold water pressure (high-pressure pasteurization, or HPP), and a second nonthermal adulteration.

– “FDR” indicates that this brand has a freeze dried raw dog food formula.

– Freeze-dried dog food is often the freeze-dried version of the frozen raw formula.

– The process of freeze drying does not involve heat processing, so nutrient loss is negligible.

– You should add water to all freeze-dried food to add moisture back.

– “Cooked” indicates that this brand is a gently cooked dog food.

– Gently cooked dog foods usually contain human grade ingredients, a limited number of ingredients, fewer synthetic

ingredients, less processing and mimic home-cooked diets.

– “Dehydrated” indicates that this brand is a dehydrated dog food.

– Dehydrated dog food starts with raw ingredients and is then dehydrated (cooked) at low temperatures for shorter periods

of time. You feed this food by adding water to rehydrate the food.

– “Can” indicates that this brand has semimoist food options.

– Canned food is mixed and then cooked in the can. The latest research suggests that canned foods contain the largest

amounts of toxic substances over all types of processing and should be avoided.

– “Air Dried” indicates that this brand is processed through a lower temperature process called “air drying”.
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– The Forever Dog book ranked dog foods as “Good”, “Better”, “Best” based on the level of adulteration (processing with

heat).

Source: The Forever Dog

– The Forever Dog book ranks food as “Good” starting at the dehydrated level; “Better” is freeze-dried, HPP or gently

cooked; “Best” is raw, fresh ingredients like homemade food and commercial frozen raw food.

Final Word
My spreadsheet is a tool to allow you to make informed decisions and help you decide what’s right for you and your dog. I

recommend �nding several brands you like and rotating between di�erent brands and common proteins (e.g. chicken,

turkey, beef) and avoid the exotic proteins unless you need to do an elimination diet. Rotating brands is one of the best

ways to provide nutritional diversity. You can also add in a di�erent type of food in the rotation. You do not have to give the

same food everyday. It doesn’t have to be all or nothing.

You may be thinking: “But wait, won’t switching food upset my dog’s stomach and cause diarrhea?” If you haven’t

switched your dog’s food ever or in over a year, then take it slow and transition gradually over a week. I also recommend

adding in a little canned pumpkin to each meal to make the transition easier. If you change food often, your dog will adjust

more and more smoothly.
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Your Dog Depends on YOU
I am convinced that my dog’s life/lifespan depends on the food I feed him. That’s why I do so much research. Your dog is

depending on you to do what’s best for them. I hope you feel inspired by this article to do your own research to determine

what’s best for your dog. I guarantee you won’t regret knowing more about what you’re feeding your dog. It’s time well

spent. I wish you well on your journey as an educated 2.0 Pet Parent.

“

 ” The Forever Dog

Our job as guardians is to maximize our dogs' health in order to extend their life spans by removing all of the roadblocks

we can. Our goal becomes helping them live every day to the fullest with a high-quality existence…Our goal with this book

is to provide you with the information you need to make the right choices for you and your pup; when you know better,

you do better.

I’ve spent the last 20 years studying pet nutrition and keeping up with the pet food industry. Here’s where I recommend

you go for more dog food resources.

– Look up your dogs’ food on  and learn everything you can about the food you are feeding your dog

(now and forever).

dogfoodadvisor.com

– Watch “Pet Fooled” (on Amazon Prime Video) to learn about the pet food industry and all the dirty little secrets they

don’t want you to know.

– Read “ ” and buy  by Susan Thixton from The Truth About Pet Food to get the best 

dog food brands for that year.

The Truth About Pet Food "The List"

– Read “ ” by Dr. Karen Becker and Rodney HabibThe Forever Dog

– Join the “ ” Facebook Group by Dr. Karen Becker and Rodney HabibInside Scoop

– Subscribe to the , they publish a lot of information about dog foodWhole Dog Journal

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E9CfDWpbp1s3bFrgZBT-hQ509IEiDFsWCk25uHAL714/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.dogfoodadvisor.com/
https://truthaboutpetfood.com/
https://truthaboutpetfood.com/the-list/
https://foreverdog.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2971355192903891
https://www.whole-dog-journal.com/


Why I'm a Dog
Food Geek.

Twenty years ago my �rst dog, Norman, was diagnosed

with liver disease and given a month to live. I wasn’t ready

to give up on him so I did a lot of research (not on Google

as it wasn’t what it is today back in 2002). The full story is

in my book “Hope for Healing Liver Disease in Your

Dog”. What I learned in my research was just how bad the

commercial dog food was that I had fed him his whole life.

I learned that his commercial food likely contributed to

his bad health (at 10 years old). Or if it didn’t cause his

poor health, it de�nitely didn’t help. I can’t tell you how

awful the guilt is of realizing that what you’ve been

feeding your dog their whole life has led to their current

state of bad health. I have spent the last 20 years learning

about canine nutrition so that I would never feel that way

again.

The good news is that I saved Norman’s life and he went

on to live for 2 more years. And the point of this story is

that his diet was the major contributing factor in his

recovery from cirrhosis. I fed him a fresh home-cooked


